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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to show how to use probabilistic model checking techniques in order to
achieve quantitative performance evaluation of a real-time distributed simulation. A simulation
based on the High Level Architecture (HLA) is modelled as a stochastic process, a Continuous
Time Markov Chain (CTMC), using the stochastic algebra PEPA. Next a property representing
a performance constraint is evaluated applying Continuous Stochastic Logic CSL formula on the
CTMC model using the probabilistic model checker PRISM. Finally a ﬁrst experiment is made to
compare the model with a real case.
Keywords: real-time distributed simulation, probabilistic model checking, performance
evaluation, PEPA, PRISM.
1 Introduction
Real-time simulations are under heavy time constraints. The particularity of a
real-time simulation is that the logical time of the simulation must be the same
as the real one. To keep the real and logical time equal, the computation of the
simulation must be fast enough. In order to get enough computation power, a
simulation used to be split into several smaller simulations distributed across
diﬀerent machines. Unfortunately the smaller simulations lose the global view
of the system and need to collect enough data from each-other’s simulations.
A middleware, High Level Architecture (HLA), is devoted to realising these
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exchanges of data carried by a network. The problem here is that the network
and the middleware induces some delay in their communications which can
hamper the realism of the simulation. In order to know if a distributed simu-
lation is going to behave correctly, certain time constraints need to be checked.
The aim of this paper is to show how a distributed simulation can be mod-
elled as a probabilistic process in order to verify, using probabilistic model
checking techniques, whether or not some required constraints are satisﬁed by
the system. These constraints cannot always hold due to the intrinsic nature
of the system, but can however be expected to hold in a majority of execu-
tion cases with reasonable conﬁdence. The probabilistic modelling permits
the quantiﬁcation of this conﬁdence and allows the representation of complex
behaviours in a simpler way. For example, in the modelling of a network it is
not necessary to model how a message gets lost but only the probability that
the message gets lost.
To achieve this purpose, a HLA distributed simulation is modelled in a
stochastic process, a Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC). Then, the
Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL) is used to formalise performance con-
straints required by the simulation to behave correctly. The probabilistic
model checker PRISM allows the construction of the CTMC model and the
veriﬁcation that a CSL formula is satisﬁed by the CTMC model.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 recalls the
preliminary notions needed in the course of the paper : High Level Architecture
(HLA), Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC) and the stochastic alge-
bra PEPA (Performance Evaluation Process Algebra), Continuous Stochastic
Logic (CSL) and the software PRISM. Section 3 describes a case study of a
real-time distributed simulation based on HLA, explains in detail the CTMC
modelling using PEPA. Section 4 contains a time constraint formalised in CSL
needed to be veriﬁed by the model and section 5 the obtained results with the
model checker PRISM. Section 6 contains comparison with the model and
a real simulation case. Finally, Section 7 gives some conclusions and future
directions of the work.
2 Fundamental concepts
2.1 The HLA architecture
The High Level Architecture (HLA) provides the speciﬁcation of a common
technical architecture to combine multiple simulations into a larger simulation.
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It provides the structural basis for simulation interoperability. The combined
simulation created is called a federation and each simulation that is combined
to form a federation is called a federate. All federates are interconnected
through a software called Runtime Infrastructure (RTI). The RTI is in charge
of all communications through the network, which can be a local (LAN) or
wide (WAN) like the Internet. The RTI has to keep the coherence of the
simulation. It has two main functions, the object management and the time
management; however in the case of real-time simulation, time management
is not used. A quick description of the object manager can be found below.
Federates can publish or subscribe to an object class. A publisher of an
object class can register an object instance of this class, the federate is then
called the owner of the registered object. Each object has a set of attributes
and, while the simulation is running the owner can update the attributes’
values (UAV) of the object. Finally, the RTI reﬂects the new attributes’
values (RAV) to all subscribers of the object class.
2.2 Finite continuous time Markov model
The distributed simulation has been modelled in a Continuous Time Markov
Chain (CTMC). In this section, the deﬁnition of CTMC is presented, it is ex-
plained how it is possible to get non-exponential distribution with CTMC and
why this class of models has been chosen to describe a real-time distributed
simulation.
A Markov process is a stochastic process without any memory. It means
that the probability for taking a transition depends only on the current state
and not on the past of the process. Note, any process can be represented as
a Markov process, including the history of the process in every current state.
However this could mean that the amount of states may be inﬁnite (possibly
uncountable) which can be hard to verify. A ﬁnite continuous time Markov
chain (CTMC) is a ﬁnite graph deﬁning a Markov process in a continuous time
domain, where the vertices of the graph represent the states and the values
on the transitions represent the rate at which the transition is taking place.
Below is a deﬁnition of ﬁnite continuous time Markov process. Further details
can be found in [10].
Deﬁnition 2.1 Let S be a ﬁnite set of states, matrix Q : S×S → R+ the gen-
erator matrix, vector E : S → R+, E(s) =
∑
s′∈S Q(s, s
′). Let i : S → [0, 1] be
a probabilistic distribution called the initial distribution. A Continuous Time
Markov Process is a random process X = (Xt)t∈R+ deﬁned by the following
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Fig. 1. Example of a Continuous Time Markov Chain
probabilistic law :
• ∀s ∈ S, P{X0 = s} = i(s)
• ∀s, s′ ∈ S ∀t,∆t ∈ R+,
P{Xt+∆t = s
′|Xt = s} =
⎧⎨
⎩
Q(s, s′)×∆t + o(∆t) if s = s′
1− (E(s) + Q(s, s′))×∆t + o(∆t) if s = s′
with lim∆t→0
o(∆t)
∆t
= 0
The above deﬁnition describes the behaviour of the system by probabilistic
inﬁnitesimal variation with respect to time. The global behaviour of the pro-
cess is obtained by resolving a diﬀerential system. Thus, the probability of
staying in a state s, decreases according to an exponential decreasing function
with respect to time. From a microscopic point of view Q(s, s′) represents the
increasing coeﬃcient for taking the transition towards the state s′ assuming
that the system is in the state s. It also corresponds globally to the mean fre-
quency of taking the transition (s, s′). Thus the mean time spent in s before
taking a transition is 1
E(s)
. The probability for moving from state s to s’ by a
single transition, denoted P (s, s′), is P (s, s′) = Q(s,s
′)
E(s)
if E(s) = 0, P (s, s′) = 0
if E(s) = 0.
For example, a Markov process deﬁned by S = {s1, s2, s3}, I(s1) = 1,
I(s2) = I(s3) = 0, Q(s1, s2) = 2, Q(s1, s2) = 4, Q(s2, s3) = 5 Q(s3, s3) = 1,
Q(s1, s1) = Q(s2, s1) = Q(s2, s2) = 0 = Q(s3, s1) = Q(s3, s2) = 0 (see
Figure 1 for the corresponding graph), follows the probabilistic distributions
P{Xt = s1} = e
−6t, P{Xt = s3} = 1+e
−6t−2e−5t, P{Xt+t′ = s3|Xt = s3} = 1,
P{Xt+t′ = s1|Xt = s3} = P{Xt+t′ = s1|Xt = s2} = 0.
Then considering a CTMC with an initial state si it means that the initial
distribution i is such that i(si) = 1 and i(s) = 0 for all s = si. Usually the
states of a CTMC are described by a ﬁnite set of bounded variables such as
boolean, bounded integer or enumerate. Therefore the state space is deﬁned
by the Cartesian product of each variable domain. These variables are called
state variables.
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The consequence of having a description with the memory-less property is
that the only type of distribution for taking a transition from the current state
is exponential. However it is possible to approximate any distribution by com-
posing in parallel or series a ﬁnite number of states (see [9] for further details).
This has been made for modelling the network in section 3.3. Thus, in spite of
the memory-less property of a Markov process it is still possible to represent
(or approximate) general distributions without generating an inﬁnite number
of states. This important fact allows to model complex random processes with
realistic distributions and then apply probabilistic model checking techniques
on the model.
2.3 Performance Evaluation Process Algebra PEPA
PEPA as Performance Evaluation Process Algebra is a stochastic process al-
gebra deﬁned by Hillston [6] which permits to describe any ﬁnite CTMC.
PEPA can be seen as a continuous time probabilistic extension of the Cal-
culus of Communicating Systems (CCS) [8] or the Communicating Sequential
Processes (CSP) [7].
Deﬁnition 2.2 Let A be a set of action names. τ designs an unknown action
and  an unknown rate. The syntax for terms in PEPA is deﬁned as follows :
P ::= (α, r).P |P 
L
Q|P + Q|P/L|P [l]|A
(α, r).P is the Preﬁx operator which represents the elementary transition of
the associated CTMC, α is an action name, r the rate for taking the transi-
tion and P the description of the process after taking the transition. P 
L
Q,
cooperation operator, is the synchronisation product of two processes P and
Q on the cooperation set of actions L ∈ A\{τ}. P + Q is the choice oper-
ator. P/L is the hiding operator which keeps interactions oﬀ belonging to L
between the process and the others. P [l] is the action renaming operator, l
being a mapping A → A. A is any constant deﬁned by A
def
= P .
A given PEPA term designs a certain CTMC, the associated CTMC is gotten
in two steps :
(i) getting the derivation graph induced by a set of Plotkin style semantic
rules, called Operational Semantics of PEPA [6]. Basically, a derivation
graph is a CTMC with action names added on the transitions.
(ii) getting the CTMC from the derivation graph by eliminating the action
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Fig. 2. The derivation graph of the PEPA term Model
names of the transitions and lumping the equivalent transitions.
The Operational Semantics is quite standard and not recall here (see [6] for
further explanation). In the case study of the paper only synchronisation
of active (known rate) with passive (unknown rate, noted ) transition has
been used. The semantic of such a synchronisation is quite simple since the
resulting transition rate is only deﬁned by the active transition rate.
Example 2.3 A deﬁnition using PEPA formalism of the CTMC of the Figure
1 is given below :
• Model
def
= Initial 
{α}
Loop
• Initial
def
= (τ, 2).(τ, 5).F inal + (α, 4).F inal
• Final
def
= (α, 1).F inal
• Loop
def
= (α,).Loop
The state space is formed of the terms induced by the Operational Semantics
of PEPA from the term Model. See Figure 2 for the corresponding derivation
graph and Figure 1 for the corresponding CTMC.
2.4 The Continuous Stochastic Logic CSL
The Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL) has been introduced in [1] in order
to formalise a class of properties on the CTMC. CSL is the continuous time
extension of PCTL (Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic) [5] which is the
probabilistic extension of CTL (Computation Tree Logic) [2]. Its properties
allows to express that the probability of having a certain behaviour meets a
certain bound in the interval [0, 1]. A short deﬁnition of CSL is given below.
Deﬁnition 2.4 the CSL formulae have the following syntax
Φ ::= true a Φ ∧ Φ ¬Φ Pp[Ψ] Sp[Φ]
Ψ ::= XΦ X IΦ Φ U Φ Φ U I Φ
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where  ∈ {<,≤, >,≥}, p ∈ [0, 1] and I is an interval of R. Φ denotes a
state formula and Ψ denotes a path formula.
The semantic is given below.
• A state formula is interpreted over a CTMC with an initial state, also known
as a current state.
· true is always satisﬁed.
· a is an atomic formula, usually a simple propositional variable. An atomic
formula is satisﬁed when its interpretation in the current state is true.
· Boolean operators ∧ (resp. ¬) corresponds to the logic and (resp. not).
· A probabilistic formula Pp[Ψ] is satisﬁed when the probability measure
of the set of paths starting from the current state and satisfying the path
formula Ψ, meets the bound  p.
· A steady-state formula Sp[Φ] is satisﬁed when the probability of being in
a state satisfying Φ when the time tends to inﬁnity, meets the bound .
This limit is always deﬁned, see [10].
• A path formula is interpreted over CTMC and a path σ.
· The next formula XΦ is satisﬁed when Φ is satisﬁed by the second state
of σ.
· The bounded next formula XIΦ is satisﬁed when Φ is satisﬁed by the
second state of σ and the time to reach this state is in the interval I.
· The until formula Φ1 U Φ2 is satisﬁed if Φ1 is satisﬁed until Φ2 is satisﬁed
on the long run of the path σ.
· The bounded until formula Φ1 U
I Φ2 has the same semantic as the until
formula but the time to reach Φ2 from the beginning must be in the interval
I.
For example, the property, the probability for the system to loose a message
before 100s is lower than 0.01, can be simply formalised by
P<0.01[true U
<100 lost]
where the atomic formula lost is true in each state representing the loss of a
message.
In the case of verifying a CTMC generating from a PEPA term the state
variables are folded in the initial term and the terms induced from the Oper-
ational Semantics of PEPA. Since the state space is deﬁned by the induced
terms the states variables have to be gotten from the terms. PRISM chooses
to enumerate the states of each components described in the term. For the
aim of simplicity, in this paper, it has been considered that each constant term
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(a constant term is deﬁned by
def
= ) corresponds to a boolean variable. Such a
boolean variable b is true in a state s if and only if there exists an equivalent
term t which describe this state such that t contains the constant b without
any preﬁx before it. For example, as the example 2.3, Model, Initial, Final
and Loop are boolean variables. Model and Initial are true only in the state
s1, since s1 is described by Initial 
{α}
Loop which is equivalent to Model (be-
cause of the constant deﬁnition
def
= ). Final is only true in s3 and Loop is true
in every state. Final is not true in the state s2 since (τ, 5) is before Final and
there is no equivalent state which contains Final without any preﬁx before it.
2.5 The probabilistic model checker PRISM
PRISM is a probabilistic symbolic model checker which have been developed at
the University of Birmingham by D. Parker, G. Norman and M. Kwiatkowska.
It permits the description of Markov processes in a compositional way, takes
in input description of each component of the system and according to the
synchronisation between the components, generates the CTMC correspond-
ing to the whole system. It is then possible to verify the CSL properties.
PRISM can take in input a several types of Markov processes, discrete-time
Markov chain (DTMC), Markov decision process (MDP) and Continuous-time
Markov chain (CTMC). It uses its own language to describe this diﬀerent pro-
cesses, handles labels on the transition to allow synchronisation product and
variable states to describe the state space and rules to describe the transi-
tions (see [11] for a full documentation of PRISM). It also accepts PEPA [6]
(Performance Evaluation Process Algebra) to describe CTMC.
3 Case study
3.1 Description
In this case study, a federation composed of three federates and the RTI has
been modelled. Each federate publishes a diﬀerent object class and registers
an object instance of this class. This object has only one attribute with a given
length. The federates subscribe to all object classes published by the other
federates. Each federate is a process located on a separate machine connected
by a 100MBits/s Full duplex cable. The life of this process consists of three
activities : computing, sending updated attribute values (UAV) of its object
following a given frequency to each-other’s federates and receiving reﬂected
updated attribute values (RAV) from the other federates. The federation is a
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real-time simulation, so it does not use the time management function of the
RTI.
A distributed RTI, such as CERTI [3] has been considered. This type
of RTI is split into several processes : a central process called RTIG which
is located, in our case study, on a separated machine, and one process per
federate call RTIA located on the federate machine. The federate asks the
RTIA to send the UAV through the network and the RTIA transmits the
message to the RTIG. The RTIG then broadcasts the update to all subscribing
RTIA’s. In order to simplify the modelling, the RTIA process is modelled in
the same process as the federate.
3.2 Methodology of the modelling
Since the model is quantitative, information about the rates of the transitions
of the CTMC must be provided from the reality. The inverse of the transition
rate of a CTMC transition corresponds to the ﬁrst moment 2 (i.e the mean
time) of the distribution for taking this transition. An exponential distribution
(which is the distribution of a transition in a CTMC) is entirely described by
its ﬁrst moment, but a general distribution must require more moments, even
every moment, to be entirely described. Some experiments and measures of 1)
real real-time distributed simulations and 2) isolated network delay response
and 3) RTIG delay response have been made to obtain the diﬀerent rate values
and other moments of the divers distributions. Modelling an exponential
distribution using CTMC is of course very easy, but when the distribution is
not exponential it is necessary to make a composition of states (see subsection
2.2) which approximates this distribution. In this case study this procedure
has been done completely manually using personal heuristic. However this
procedure could probably be done automatically using learning algorithm. An
important point of this phase is to maximise the precision of the approximation
and minimise the number of the states added, in order to calm down the
explosion of the state space.
3.3 Speciﬁcation
Depending on a certain arrangement of the federates, the speed of the RTI
and the throughput of the network, it is a proportion of the cases, reasonable
to expect that of crossing the network within a certain deadline will be met.
It is important to model not only the network but all the components and the
2 The nth moment of a random variable corresponds to the mean time of this variable after
being raised to the power of n
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middleware used to communicate and to verify this during a normal activity
since all of these components will inﬂuence the duration of the data transfer.
To simplify the modelling, the model has been divided in several submod-
els or components. Each submodel has been represented as a PEPA term,
the whole model being obtained by composition of all submodels. The three
components are :
(i) The federates+RTIA which compute the evolution of the simulation
(ii) The RTIG (middleware that realise the intercommunications between
the federates), whose role it is to decide on which federates the diﬀerent
messages are dispatched.
(iii) The network which conveys the messages between the federates and the
RTIG.
Each component has inputs and outputs. By convention every action name
representing an input (resp. output) begins by in (resp. out). It is important
to notice that the name of the actions are local for each component. The
communication between the diﬀerent components has been made by renaming
adequately their names before the synchronisation product, more precisely by
connecting the output to the input properly between the Federates, RTIG and
network. An input transition has always been passive, i.e. its rate is unknown,
noted . An output transition has always been active, i.e with a known rate.
3.3.1 The federates
In the remainder of the description federate+RTIA is only denoted by feder-
ate. A federate computes cycles. At the end of each cycle it sends its UAV
(named respectively a, b and c for the Federate A, B and C) to the RTIG. At
any time during its cycle it can receive UAVs from the attributes of the other
federates to whom it has subscribed. It does not wait to receive the updated
values to keep working. In order to verify the time for crossing the network in
a normal activity, it is necessary to distinguish between the messages of UAVs
that are already in the network and those that have just been sent by the
federate. Thus, before sending a message on the network, the federate adds a
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FedA
def
= SendFedA 
∅
FedAgot
SendFedA
def
= (outa, λA) . . . (outa, λA)︸ ︷︷ ︸
5
.SendFedA↑
SendFedA↑
def
= (outa↑, λA).SendFedA
FedAgot
def
= (inb,).F edAgotb
+(inb↑,).F edAgotb↑
+(inc,).F edAgotc
+(inc↑,).F edAgotc↑
FedAgotb, FedAgotb↑, FedAgotc , FedAgotc↑ have the same
deﬁnition as FedAgot.
Table 1
Deﬁnition of the PEPA term FedA
mark, denoted ↑, on the messages used with the model checker to make the
measurement. Under the assumption that no more than one marked message
of the same updated values can be in the system at the same time, it is possi-
ble to write a CSL formula that measures the transmission time for a message
from the source federate to the destination federates during normal system
activity. It has been determined that in this model a marked message must be
send at least every six cycles to guarantee that only one marked message is in
the system at the same time. The value six comes from the number of entities
which is crossed by the message in order to go from one federate to another.
Furthermore, this property has been formalised and proved with PRISM be-
fore checking the property which concerns the performance measurement (see
section 4).
Each federate results from the parallel product of two subprocesses. The
ﬁrst one (SendFedA for Federate A) describes the process of sending UAVs,
and the second one (FedAgot for Federate A) describes the process for re-
ceiving RAVs. The PEPA term of Federate A is deﬁned in Table 1. Table 2
contains the details of its inputs, outputs and rate.
The only goal of FedAgot is to memorise which last RAV has been re-
ceived by Federate A. The model does not represent the content of a message,
only its length, the attribute it represents and its mark. It is important to
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outa : sending an unmarked UAV a to the network,
outa↑ : sending a marked UAV a to the network,
inb : receiving an unmarked RAV b from the network,
inb↑, inc, inc↑ : receiving RAV from the network,
λA : corresponding to the cycle frequency of Federate A,
usually around 40Hz.
Table 2
Inputs, outputs and rate of FedA
note that marked message and not marked message have the same behaviour 3 .
Federate B (as Federate C) is similar to Federate A apart of the renaming
of the letter A by B, a by b, b by a, c by c.
3.3.2 The RTIG
The role of the RTIG is to correctly dispatch the updated values from the
federates to the federates which have subscribed to these updated values. The
RTIG contains no buﬀer, it can treat only one message at a time. UAVs from
the federates are taken from the network by the RTIG which then transmits
these values (RAV) to the federates that are concerned with them. Table
3 deﬁned the term RTIG and Reflect aSubscribers. Table 4 contains the
meaning of the action names and the rate of the term RTIG. If the RTIG
is free and takes a UAV (a, b or c) from the network then it must reﬂect
this updated value to the subscribers of this attributes. The process deﬁned
by the term Reflect aSubscribers does reﬂect the updated value a to the
federates which have subscribed to the attributed a, in this example Federates
B and C. The deﬁnitions of Reflect a↑Subscribers, Reflect bSubscribers,
Reflect b↑Subscribers, Reflect cSubscribers, Reflect c↑Subscribers follow
the same idea.
3.3.3 The network
The network is a local area network. Basically it is a full duplex cable con-
nected to the machines housing the federates and the machine housing the
RTIG. The communications from the federates to the RTIG is carried out by
one half duplex cable, and the communications from the RTIG to the federates
3 This is easy to prove by checking that the deﬁnitions of the elementary behaviours are
the same for both the marked and unmarked message.
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RTIG
def
= (ina,).Reflect aSubscribers
+(ina↑,).Reflect a↑Subscribers
+(inb,).Reflect bSubscribers
+(inb↑,).Reflect b↑Subscribers
+(inc,).Reflect cSubscribers
+(inc↑,).Reflect c↑Subscribers
Reflect aSubscribers
def
= (outaB, λRTIG).(outaC, λRTIG).RTIG
+(outaC, λRTIG).(outaB, λRTIG).RTIG
Table 3
Deﬁnition of the PEPA term RTIG
ina, . . . , inc↑ : RTIG receives a UAV from the network,
outaC, . . . , outc↑B : RTIG sends a RAV to the network for the
federate A, B or C
λRTIG : rate for dispatching a message, depends on the speed of the
machine housing the RTIG.
Table 4
Deﬁnition of the inputs, outputs and rate of the PEPA term RTIG
are carried out by the other half.
It has been previously measured that the distribution of the delay for trans-
porting a message on a network is not exponential. However every measure
made on a LAN (by sending pings) has given a Erlang-k law [4]. An Erlang-k
law with rate λ is obtained by a series of k steps of exponential law with rate
λ
k
, which is represented by a Markov chain of k states connected in a serial
way (see the ﬁgures 4 and 5). This may be explained because a message is
split in several packets before to be transmitted and each packet has to cross
several logical and physical entities before arriving to the destination.
The network results from the parallel composition of two processes, LANF2R
which conveys UAVs from the federates to the RTIG and LANR2F which con-
veys RAVs from the RTIG to the federates. The subprocesses Erlang-k[...]
are used to obtain a realistic delay distribution. Table 5 contains the deﬁnition
of the PEPA term Network and Table 6 the meanings of its inputs, outputs
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kλ kλ
k states
Fig. 4. Markov chain of a Erlang-k law with a rate λ
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and rate.
3.3.4 The model of the real-time distribution simulation
The whole model is obtained by the composition of the federates, the RTIG
and the network. The biggest part of the deﬁnition concerns the renaming of
the action names of the federates plus RTIG to connect them to the network.
Table 7 contains the deﬁnition of the PEPA term that models the real-time
distributed simulation.
The set of labels I contains all the interactions implied in the communica-
tion between the federates and the network as J between the RTIG and the
network, see Table 8 for their deﬁnitions.
4 Performance evaluation with CSL
In this section it is shown how CSL can be used to formalise the time con-
straints needed to be veriﬁed by the system. In the case of a real-time simu-
lation the main property needed to be veriﬁed is a rough deadline of the time
required for data to leave one federate and reach the others.
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Network
def
= LANF2R 
∅
LANR2F
LANF2R
def
= (ina2R,).Erlang-k UAV a
+(ina↑2R,).Erlang-k UAV a↑
+(inb2R,).Erlang-k UAV b
+(inb↑2R,).Erlang-k UAV b↑
+(inc2R,).Erlang-k UAV c
+(inc↑2R,).Erlang-k UAV c↑
Erlang-k UAV a
def
= (τ, kλa) . . . (τ, kλa)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1
.(outa2R, kλa).LANF2R
LANR2F
def
= (ina2B,).Erlang-k RAV aFedB
+(ina↑2B,).Erlang-k RAV a↑FedB
+(ina2C,).Erlang-k RAV aFedC
+(ina↑2C,).Erlang-k RAV a↑FedC
+(inb2A,).Erlang-k RAV bFedA
+(inb↑2A,).Erlang-k RAV b↑FedA
+(inb2C,).Erlang-k RAV bFedC
+(inb↑2C,).Erlang-k RAV b↑FedC
+(inc2A,).Erlang-k RAV cFedA
+(inc↑2A,).Erlang-k RAV c↑FedA
+(inc2B,).Erlang-k RAV cFedB
+(inc↑2B,).Erlang-k RAV c↑FedB
Erlang-k RAV aFedB
def
= (τ, kλa) . . . (τ, kλa)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1
.(outa2B, kλa).LANR2F
Table 5
Deﬁnition of the PEPA term Network
An example is given by formalising that the duration for a UAV for crossing
the network and the RTIG from the federate A to the federate C is less than
1ms in at least 90% of the cases.
First, it has been proved with PRISM that if a marked message is sent
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ina2R, . . . , inc↑2R : taking in UAVs from the federates to the RTIG,
outa2R, . . . , inc↑2R : sending out UAVs from the federates to the RTIG,
ina2B, . . . , inc↑2B : taking in RAVs from the RTIG to the federates,
outa2B, . . . , outc↑2B : sending out RAVs from the RTIG to the federates,
λa : rate of the transfer of the UAVs/RAVs a, depends on
the length of the message and the throughput,
k : number of steps of the Erlang law, depends on the second moments
of the delay distribution of the UAVs/RAVs.
Table 6
Deﬁnition of the inputs, outputs and rate of the PEPA term Network
RealT imeDistSimu
def
= (FederatesConnect 
I
Network 
J
RTIGConnect)
FederatesConnect
def
= FedA[outa← ina2R, outa↑ ← ina↑2R,
inb ← outb2A, inb↑ ← outb↑2A, inc ← outc2A, inc↑ ← outc↑2A]

∅
FedB[outb ← inb2R, outb↑ ← inb↑2R,
ina ← outa2B, ina↑ ← outa↑2B, inc ← outc2B, inc↑ ← outc↑2B]

∅
FedC[outc← inc2R, outc↑ ← inc↑2R,
ina ← outa2C, ina↑ ← outa↑2C, inb ← outb2C, inb↑ ← outb↑2C]
RTIGConnect
def
= RTIG[ina ← outa2R, ina↑ ← outa↑2R,
inb ← outb2R, inb↑ ← outb↑2R, inc ← outc2R, inc↑ ← outc↑2R,
outaB ← ina2B, outa↑B ← ina↑2B, outaC ← ina2C, outa↑C ← ina↑2C,
outbA ← ina2A, outb↑A ← ina↑2A, outbB ← ina2B, outb↑B ← ina↑2B,
outcA ← ina2A, outc↑A ← ina↑2A, outcB ← ina2B, outc↑B ← ina↑2B]
Table 7
Deﬁnition of the whole model of the real-time distributed simulation
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I = {ina2R, ina↑2R, inb2R, inb↑2R, inc2R, inc↑2R,
outa2B, outa↑2B, outa2C, outa↑2C,
outb2A, outb↑2A, outb2C, outb↑2C,
outc2A, outc↑2A, outc2B, outc↑2B}
J is similar to I but in is substituted by out and out is substituted by in
in each label.
Table 8
Deﬁnition of the cooperation sets I and J
from Federate A then no other marked message from A is presented in the
other parts of the system. This is in order not to confuse the sending marked
message with an other wandering marked message.
Erlang-k UAV a↑⇒¬Reflect a↑Subscribers
∧¬Erlang-k RAV a↑FedB
∧¬Erlang-k RAV a↑FedC
∧¬FedBgota↑ ∧ ¬FedCgota↑
According to the deﬁnition of the PEPA terms of the model, Erlang-k UAV a↑
is true when the UAV a↑ is put in the network from the Federate A to the
RTIG. Reflect a↑Subscribers is true when a message a↑ is being treated by the
RTIG. Erlang-k RAV a↑FedB (resp. Erlang-k RAV a↑FedC) is true when
the network contains a RAV a↑ to Federate B (resp. C). FedBgota↑ (resp.
FedCgota↑) is true when Federate B (resp. C) has received the RAV a↑.
It is then possible to verify the probabilistic desired performance constraint
formalised below :
Erlang-k UAV a↑ ⇒ P>0.9[true U
<0.001FedCgota↑]
5 Results with PRISM
A description of this model has been written in the probabilistic model checker
PRISM. The characteristic of the system can be tuned by some parameters
as length of the UAV messages, speed of the machine housing the RTIG and
throughput of the network. It is then possible to check if the time constraints
are veriﬁed depending on the chosen parameters. It is important to realise
that the relation between the parameters of the model and the parameters
of the reality is not quite direct, indeed the model is an abstraction of the
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reality and a lot of details have not been explicitly described, as for instance
the diﬀerent levels of the communication protocol. Thus it is necessary to
calibrate all the rates of the model in the way that if the parameter values of
the model and the parameter values of the reality are the same, then they both
give the same results. The calibration is simply done by adding coeﬃcients
at the rates of the model and changing them until the model and the reality
coincide for a given set of parameter values.
In this case study only the dimension of the length has been considered
to calibrate the model with the reality. However on this dimension the model
has given good predictive results (see section 6). So the results given by the
model with respect to the speed of the RTIG and the throughput of the net-
work are only theoretic and probably do not give the expected realistic results.
The graphs of this section show the probability for respecting the deadline
in the duration of the trip of the messages with respect to diﬀerent parameters
as speed of the RTIG, throughput of the network and length of the UAVs.
These results have been computed using an additional CSL operator provided
by PRISM which permits the computation of the probability measure of a set
of executions verifying a certain property. The results of these performance
evaluations are shown in the above graphs.
The Figures 6 and 7 shows the probability of the deadline respect according
to the throughput of the network and the speed of the RTIG. Figure 8 shows
the probability of verifying the deadline respect according to the time of the
deadline varying from 0ms to 1ms and for three diﬀerent lengths of the UAVs,
64, 256 and 512 octets.
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6 First comparison results with a real case
This section contains a ﬁrst comparison of the model with a real system. A
real-time simulation has been distributed on two machines connected by a
full duplex cable of 100Mbits/s. As in the model, the system is composed
of three federates and a RTIG. In order to measure the duration for sending
a UAV from a federate to another with the same clock, the three federates
have been housed by the same machine. The RTIG has been housing by an
Intel Pentium 4 1500MHz and the federates have been housing by a quadri-
processor Intel 800MHz. This ﬁrst experiment has provided useful information
to calibrate the rates of the transitions of the model. The ﬁgures 9, 10 and 11
shows the comparison of the model with the real case over diﬀerent lengths of
the UAVs. It appears that the model is a good approximation of the reality
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over the diﬀerent lengths. It has been observed that the Erlang-k distribution
chosen to model the network, instead of the basic exponential distribution,
has greatly contributed to the realism of the model.
7 Conclusion and Future work
A real-time distributed simulation based on the High Level Architecture HLA
has been modelled in a continuous time Markov chain using the process alge-
bra PEPA. A time constraint on the duration for transmitting a message from
a federate to another has been formalised in CSL and veriﬁed with the model
checker PRISM over diﬀerent parameter values. A ﬁrst experimentation on
diﬀerent lengths of messages exchanged by the federates has been made and
has given good results over these values.
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Validation over the other parameters, extension of the model for more
complex networks as the Internet are in progress.
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